machinist, manages to get the keys from Jim's wife, Nell. When Bill and Nell enter the factory floor, they are caught by Jim, who has become suspicious. During a fight between Bill and Jim, the latter gets killed by the huge wheel of a machine. The first act shows us Bill and Nell five years later as a wealthy married couple. The stolen files have helped them attain success as, respectively, a business magnate and an actress. In order to maintain their elevated status Bill plans to wipe out all traces of his crime. He arranges to close the Lixton Works. When Hopkins, the boss of the information department, speaks up against this plan on behalf of the workers' future, he gets fired. The second act starts with a rumor among the workers that Bill was the murderer of their foreman Jim. Hopkins intends to kill Bill so that the jobs of the factory workers can be saved. By forcing Nell to confess and betray her husband, Hopkins is able to unmask Bill's evil past. The last act shows Bill in the anonymity of everyday work life. After denouncing Bill, Hopkins loses all interest in Nell. Unable to make a living on her own, she finally becomes a prostitute. One night at a bar, Bill recognizes his former wife. When he sees Nell in an apartment with one of her lovers, he kills her. In the last scene, the action returns to the factory floor where Bill, now completely deranged, tries to blow up the machinery.
Suddenly, Hopkins appears and pushes him under a huge wheel. After Bill's death a new work day begins.
Liberation through technology
Brand takes a new look at the everyday environment of factory workers and remodels it for the opera stage. The scenes take place on the factory floor, in a factory office, in the workers' neighborhood, in a theater dressing room, backstage, and in a bar. With his uncommon subject matter and musical borrowings from popular music in the bar sequence, Brand both broke radically with opera conventions and combined the techniques of Neue Sachlichkeit and Expressionism. He shows aspects of big city life with the expressionistic technique of externalizing inner experiences through exaggeration or distortion. However, unlike Alban Berg's protagonist in WoZgeck (1925), whose emotions and moods are directly reflected in the noises he hears under the ground or the sinking sun he perceives as engulfing the world in flames,7 Brand's stage directions and his use of machinery on a realistic as well as symbolic level provide a new access to the way we perceive technology. The images and stage sets resemble not only Fritz Lang's cinematic vision of a pulsating industrial metropolis, but also experimental films like Berlin, die Sinfonie einer Groflstadt8 (1927) which displayed the accelerated tempo of big city life and the multiplicity of environments and images simultaneously available to city dwellers. The movie-like qualities of Maschinist Hopkins were heightened further by film projections which suggested the machines coming to life with an off-stage choir simulating their voices.9 Critics recognized the inherent power of a cinematic experience and heralded Brand as the first composer to transfer the new medium to the stage.10 By including jazz and dance music he also paid tribute to a new interest in utilitarian music. In 1925, the opera director Herbert Graf interpreted modern dances and genres like the foxtrot, the shimmy, the blues, and jazz as a longing for 'new, healthy, uncomplicated primitiveness.'11 Paul Stefan, editor of the influential magazine Musikbltter des Anbruch, emphasized the liberating quality that jazz symbolized for Europe. As a representative picture of the time it gave positive expression to chaos, machinery, noise and the triumph of the mind.12 The refreshing stimulus of jazz music for European art music had already been celebrated by Ernst Krenek in his so called 'jazz opera' Jonny spielt auf (1927) .
Krenek focused on a black American jazz player called Jonny, whose music inspires audiences everywhere, while Max, the traditional German composer, remains isolated in the loneliness of the Alps. Krenek's message to the Old World was clear: a new age is dawning and it is represented in technology and modern dance music. 'Thus, Jonny plays for us to dance./The New World comes across the ocean with splendor/and inherits the Old World with the dance.'13 Thus the themes of technology, jazz music and 'employment for all' that Brand incorporates in Maschinist Hopkins were significant signs of renewal, progress, liberation, and wealth.
In contrast to Krenek's statements regarding the meaning of technology on the opera stage, Brand uses machines not only as ordinary objects from everyday life but also allows them to acquire a value in their own right as symbols. At the beginning of the opera, he alludes to the symbolic meaning of the props by describing the machines as magical, gigantic and fantastical. 'Factory floor at night. Against the bright background (glass) gigantic machines appear like fantastic creatures from fairy tales.'14 He even has the props take on human features. In an article published in the Neue Schwei.er Rundschau (April 1931) on 'New Humanity and Old Objectivity,' Krenek complained that merely showing a railway station and someone using a telephone on the stage in his opera Jonny spielt auf caused amazement and agitation during its first runs in 1927. He thought there was no more reason why a contemporary opera should do without naturalistic objects than a drama taking place in the past should do without the modern props of that age. He also insisted that little is gained from reading programmatic meaning into mere props, especially those involving technological innovations like clocks, bells, loudspeakers, cars or railways.15 As scene-specific decorations their function is simply to help press on with the story. Brand takes the representation of technology to its next step. Of particular interest for this analysis is the last act of Maschinist Hopkins. The plot reaches its climax when Bill gets punished for murdering Jim, and the unstable job situation of the factory workers is resolved by Hopkins as he reactivates the machines. This highly dramatic act features two key elements that have puzzled both audiences and critics. First, Brand suggests the merging of economic and religious themes so that the machinist and his technological surroundings attain the status of sacral leadership. Second, he introduces a machine-choir and has anthropomorphic technological artifacts hold judgment over Bill's morals. The last scene of the third act opens on the factory floor that Brand had already introduced in the second scene of the prelude, as Bill enters the empty hall. The composer explicitly sets the new scene apart from the ideals of New Objectivity: Factory floor at night, similar to scene 2 ... Despite its sober atmosphere, the setup of the main switchboard and its construction should appear symbolic, resembling an altar. It is completely dark in the hall. A single moon ray, which breaks through the horizontal bars of the glass dome, sheds its magical light on the main switch, which glitters like a tentacle. The entire picture is completely unrealistic. The glass background is gleaming softly and the fantastic outline of the machinesincreased through the shiny effect of the main switchsuggest the merging of a factory floor and a temple.16
Despite its inherently realistic elements, the setting of the last act is explicitly meant to avoid realism. In contrast to the first stage set in the prelude, the factory floor now resembles a church of technology, where the modern Parsifal of the machine age worships the altar of the main switchboard. Brand 
'Nobody prays to the engine or lauds the virtues of the telephone.' In English as 'New

During the hallucinatory fighting sequences, Bill completely loses control over his senses. He is, as the stage directions explain, in wild lunatic ecstasy.28 At this climactic moment, the machine choir screams fortefortissimo and the orchestral music glissandos up two octaves. At this point, the scene conveys strong symbolic and mythical qualities. The enormous main control board comes to life and gives birth to the saviour of the machines and the work environment: Machinist Hopkins.
At this moment, a small door on the right side of the main switch in the main switchboard is opened and Hopkins stands behind Billerect and tall. He reaches for Bill's outstretched arm and with a powerful movement forces him to his knees.29
Brand's contrasting images of the gigantic main switchboard and the small door from which Hopkins emerges show that he has become an integral part of the technological complex. Within the machine he functions as a mechanical device like the wheels, shafts, pistons and switches. Outside, Hopkins is a mediator between the mechanical system and the human world, bringing justice and order. With his mighty power he resembles the son of God. Symbolically, the new messiah of the machine drives Bill out of paradise; pushes him down the staircase where he is swallowed up by a machine. Bill fails in his effort to control and revolt against the machines and thus is finally destroyed by the combined efforts of man and machine. 
Following this catharsis, a new day begins and routine work remains. When Machinist Hopkins begins to reactivate the machines with a flip of the main switch, another allusion to the merging of religious and technological aspects is apparent. The switch is treated like a holy object. 'Conscious of his responsibility to reactivate the machines, he puts his hand firmly on the main switch as if
goes down to the stage. On the right side is another platform. At its top the main switch board is installed. An iron staircase leads to this platform. Here and there a smooth metal piece flashes coldlylike an evil eye.41
The machines seem to have a life of their own as they observe the actors and the audience. The repeated use of the word 'fantastic' to describe the factory building as well as the machines epitomizes the ambiguity of technology: it can be either a wondrous world of dreams or the bizarre product of a nightmare. The fact that the imaginary eyes of the machines convey an aura of evil spirits introduces the stage setting as an uncanny place. The machines spy on human beings with their 'evil metal eyes.' The idea of a heavily monitored work environment has become more widespread in the world of computer networks and video technology at the end of the twentieth century. Nevertheless, the potential of technology as a new controlling force for assuring work efficiency is already noticeable in Brand's stage direction for his factory floor. 
Like dragons, the machines threaten the human imagination by controlling the workers. In two crucial moments of the opera, when Jim and then Bill get pushed under a huge wheel and die, technology appears to devour its victims. This image had been introduced in a scene of Lang's film Metropolis when Freder, son of the Master of Metropolis, hallucinates a gigantic machine that swallows workers like a beast. In Maschinist Hopkins, traditionally supernatural figures like fairies or monsters have been replaced by fantastic machines, as the metaphor 'phantastische Fabelwesen' (fantastic fairytale creatures) at the beginning of the opera indicates. Brand's goal of liberating opera from Romantic conventions and of overcoming the stifling influence of Wagner's mythological, monumental works thus runs the risk of exchanging one myth for another. Instead of mysterious caves, dragons, and romanticized heroes, fantastic factory floors, gigantic machines, and larger than life machinists confront the audience. Krenek's Jonny spielt auf suffered from the same inherent contradiction that he tried to neglect in his essays. Despite his repeated claims that technological devices in
opera, one of the main characters gets killed by a machine, and the emotional tension is pushed to the extreme by a big orchestral scream. This is comparable to the appearance of evil spirits in Romantic operas, such as the invocation of the devil in the Wolf's Glen scene of Weber's Der Freischiitg (1821).45 The giant machine threatens the people in the same way that Weber's devil Samiel in Der Freischiitg
approaches with shrieking dissonant sounds. The association of technology with the devil clearly expresses the feeling of threat that comes along with the arrival of a technological world.
In the examples given above, Krenek applies aspects of both Expressionism and New Objectivity to transcend the props' neutrality as part of the stage setting by emphasizing their potential as a threat to the human imagination.
There is a clear ambivalence in the use of technical devices. The fact that technology created by man has become an end in itself, relegating him from master to slave of the machine, is one of the central aspects of Brand's Maschinist Hopkins. After Bill has lost his status as an industrial magnate, he reenters the factory floor and attempts once again to integrate himself into the factory world. The modern god of technology is neither merciful nor forgiving, however. Bill seeks help by calling to the spirit of the machine, just as in Goethe's Faust the hero screams to an invisible ghost, 'Reveal yourself! ... You must! You must, even if it costs me my life.'46 Here Bill exclaims, 'And yet! I want it! Want! You must!' while hammering his fists on the machines. In his anger, Bill decides to destroy the machines in order to reaffirm his position as master of a creature that, like Frankenstein's monster, had turned against him. The machines have stopped working for the benefit of man and instead get in his way and take over his former command.47 While Bill desperately tries to reaffirm his superior position, the main switchboard suddenly reveals a new force in the world of technology that will suppress human opposition: machinist
Hopkins. The messiah of the new religion is a product of technology himself and therefore resembles a machine. This is also made clear in a preceding scene. Nell realizes that Hopkins has turned into a machine unable to respond to her erotic approaches. 45 The appearance of Samiel in the Wolf's Glen is accompanied with all sorts of orchestral noises. The score asks for rustling, whips cracking, and the trampling of horses' hooves. 
Additionally, there is the sound of barking and neighing in the air. Carl Maria von Weber, Der Freischuti (1821) Act III scene 5, 171-73. In Jonny this effect is achieved musically with dynamic indications of triple forte, as well as special-effects instruments like 'thunder plate with iron balls,' electric buzzers, a thunder-machine, tam-tams, large drums, cymbals, and timpani. All these instruments create a great deal of noise while the winds, horns, and strings play a repetitive rhythm which is melodically simplistic. 46 Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Faust, Goethe Werke III (Frankfurt am
